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Abstract

This Online Appendix accompanies our paper ”The Federal Reserve’s Output Gap: The Unreliability

of Real-Time Reliability Tests”. It describes the replication of Edge and Rudd (Review of Economics and

Statistics, 2016, 98(4), 785-791) using their original Eviews and RATS codes as well as an implemen-

tation in MATLAB. Further, more detailed information on drawing inference and result tables for the

robustness section of our paper are presented.



A: Replication in a Narrow Sense

The codes by Edge and Rudd (2016) are written in Eviews and RATS and the provided files are well

documented and easy to use. In a first step, we replicated their work using these original codes. Almost

all results can be exactly replicated.

One exception concerns the noise-to-signal ratios (NSR) of the Harvey-Clark unobserved components

model. This is one of the statistical detrending procedures considered in Section IV of their paper and

the corresponding NSRs are documented in Table 2 of their paper. The NSRs of the Harvey-Clark model

can be perfectly replicated using the original (Unix) RATS version 7.10 that Rochelle Edge and Jeremy

Rudd used to generate the results for their paper.1

When using the currently available latest RATS version—(Windows) RATS version 10.0—, the estima-

tion for the first sample (1980-1992) does not converge, while the NSRs for the second sample (1994-2006)

deviate from those reported by Edge and Rudd (2016) (RATS 10.0: NSR(SD)=0.54 and NSR(RMSE)=0.58

vs. RATS 7.10 NSR(SD)=0.78 and NSR(RMSE=0.78). Similarly, for the alternative longer first sample

(1966-1997) the estimation does not converge, while the NSRs for the alternative second sample (1998-

2006) differ depending on the RATS version (RATS 10.0: NSR(SD)=0.33 and NSR(RMSE)=0.64 vs. RATS

7.10 NSR(SD)=0.61 and NSR(RMSE=0.64). The Maximum Likelihood estimation of unobserved compo-

nent models can be highly sensitive to the numerical optimization algorithm used, so that results for the

same data and code might be sensitive to the program version used, which is the case here.

A second slight exception concerns the Beveridge-Nelson decomposition. For the first sample (1980-

1992), we can perfectly replicate the results reported in Edge and Rudd (2016) when starting the estima-

tion in 1947. Starting it in 1954 as for all other methods, yields slight numerical changes in the NSRs.

However, this does not affect any of the conclusions.

In a second step, we programmed all analyses ourselves using MATLAB to extend the work by Edge

and Rudd (2016) as documented in our paper. The extension starts from a replication of their results.

Again, almost all results could be replicated exactly and the only exceptions are the Watson and the

Harvey-Clark unobserved component models. When using MATLAB, the estimation converged, but

the NSRs differ from those reported by Edge and Rudd (2016). When varying the final output gap vin-

tage, the NSRs for these two models varied quite erratically. So, most likely the Maximum Likelihood

1We are thankful to Jeremy Rudd for re-running the original code and data using the original software version.
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estimation is not very stable due to the numerical maximization involved, so that results can change

substantially, even when there are only slight changes to the data. Therefore, we decided to use the

MCMC approach of Grant and Chan (2017a,b) instead, which avoids implausibly large variations in of

the estimation results, and thus of the NSRs, when using different output gap vintages. To closely align

with Edge and Rudd (2016), we maintain the zero-correlation assumption between trend and cycle for

the Watson model, but follow Grant and Chan (2017b) in adapting their second-order Markov imple-

mentation for the Harvey-Clark model yielding smoother trend estimates. Consequently, results for the

Watson and the Harvey-Clark model differ somewhat compared to Edge and Rudd (2016). The changes

are relatively small, though, so that none of the conclusions are affected. For the Watson and the Harvey-

Clark model, we use the MATLAB implementation provided on Joshua Chan’s webpage used in Grant

and Chan (2017a,b). We thank Joshua Chan for helpful comments.

The only part of the paper by Edge and Rudd (2016) that we do not extend in our paper is the inflation

forecast analysis in Section 5 of their paper. We checked that also the results of this part can be exactly

replicated using the original Eviews and RATS codes and we were also able to replicate the results ex-

actly using our own MATLAB codes. The availability of output gap vintage data from 1996Q2 onward

determines the benchmark evaluation sample: 96Q2-06Q4. Table 1 shows these results again:

Table 1: (Absolute) Root Mean Square Forecast Errors from Core PCE Models: Benchmark (96Q2-06Q4)

2Q Ahead 4Q Ahead 4Q Average 6Q Ahead

1. Model with real-time gap 0.50 0.49 0.31 0.53
2. Model with final gap 0.50 0.51 0.31 0.55
3. Model excluding gap 0.60 0.65 0.47 0.76
4. AR(6) model (coefficient sum = 1) 0.60 0.69 0.46 0.80
5. Unconstrained AR(6) 0.54 0.55 0.36 0.54

While Edge and Rudd (2016) report Root Mean Square Forecast Errors (RMSE) for the different specifica-

tions, we additionally tested whether RMSEs are significantly different from those of a univariate AR(6)

inflation forecasting model. Table 2 shows relative RMSEs together with significance labels. Inference on

whether the relative RMSEs are statistically different from one is drawn from a circular bootstrap pro-

cedure with a block size of 10 and 10000 replications. In line with the literature, we find improvements

stemming from including output gap estimates to be rather small and at most relevant at short horizons.

Hence, univariate AR(6) specifications remain very hard to beat in forecasting exercises (see, e.g., Stock

and Watson, 2007, 2009).
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Table 2: Relative Root Mean Square Forecast Errors

2Q Ahead 4Q Ahead 4Q Average 6Q Ahead

Model with final gap / unconstrained AR(6) 0.93*** 0.94 0.87 1.02
Model with real-time gap / unconstrained AR(6) 0.93*** 0.90 0.86 0.98

B: Details on Drawing Inference

In light of the replication nature of our exercise, our initial block length in the circular moving block

bootstrap of 4 consecutive observations is informed by Edge and Rudd’s choice (Edge and Rudd, 2016,

p. 786, footnote 9). Our inference strategy adapts their first version for drawing inference, described on

p. 786: “First, we used a circular moving block bootstrap to compute empirical distributions for the noise-to-signal

ratios over the earlier subsamples (either 1980-1992 or 1966-1997). In each case, the point estimate of the noise-

to-signal ratio that we obtained for the later subsample (1994-2006 or 1998-2006) fell in the lower 5% tail of the

empirical distribution from the earlier subsample (and often fell in the lower 1% tail).”

More specifically, we resample the revision series as well as the final vintage series, using a block

size of 4 consecutive observations. Based on these series, we then compute N=5000 NSR(SD)s and

NSR(RMSE)s and check in which tail of the empirical distribution for the earlier sample the later NSRs

fall. Comparing the percentiles of our empirical distributions for the NSRs for the 80-92 sample with Edge

and Rudd’s (2016) replication files, we obtain distributions that are numerically very similar.2 Hence, we

draw inference to the same significance levels as Edge and Rudd (2016) [94-06 sample with inference with

respect to 80-92 sample: 0.49** NSR(SD); 0.53*** NSR(RMSE); 98-06 sample with inference with respect

to sample 66-97: 0.29*** NSR(SD); 0.29*** NSR(RMSE)].

We thank a referee to point out that a block length of 4 consecutive observations may be to short

to capture the autocorrelation structure in the Greenbook/Tealbook output gap series. Indeed, sample

autocorrelation functions (ACFs) suggest a block length of 10 to be more appropriate instead since au-

tocorrelation in the output gap series prevails up to about 10 lags. Implementing such a block length

leaves inference for 3 out of 4 NSRs in Edge and Rudd’s main comparison unaffected. Yet, the signifi-

cance level for the reduction in the NSR(SD) from the 80-92 to the 94-06 sample decreases from the 5% to

the 10% level. This is consistent with Edge and Rudd’s (2016) results since running their original RATS

code with a block size of 10 instead of 4 yields significance at the 10% instead of the 5% level. Based on

2Very small numerical differences remain due to differing random number seed settings.
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these insights, we increase the block length from 4 to 10 in all exercises of our main manuscript.3 4

For the systematic exercises presented in section 2.2 of our main manuscript, we then use the exact

same bootstrap procedure to provide confidence bands. Yet, instead of the one-sided testing strategy

implemented before, we plot the 5th and 95th percentile resulting from the bootstrapped empirical distri-

butions for the respective samples and differing final vintage choices.

C: Summary Statistics for Longer and Updated Samples

The following two Tables include more detailed results for the Robustness Section of our paper.

Table 3: Changes in Real-Time Reliability for a Longer Sample

Mean SD RMSE NSR(SD) NSR(RMSE)

Final Output Gap Vintages: November 1999 / October 2008
Output Gap Revisions
66Q1-97Q4 -2.79 2.97 4.06 0.96 1.32
98Q1-06Q4 -0.07 0.49 0.49 0.29*** 0.29***

Final Gap Estimates
66Q1-97Q4 -0.83 3.07
98Q1-06Q4 -0.14 1.66

Final Output Gap Vintage: December 2016
Output Gap Revisions
66Q1-97Q4 -3.36 3.16 4.60 1.07 1.55
98Q1-06Q4 -0.75 0.92 1.18 0.74* 0.95***

Final Gap Estimates
66Q1-97Q4 -0.25 2.96
98Q1-06Q4 -0.82 1.24

Notes: see Table 1 of main manuscript. Recall that we deviate from Edge and Rudd’s (2016) block length choice and choose
a higher block length of 10 lags due to prevailing autocorrelation in the Greenbook/Tealbook vintage series.

3Note that these patterns also hold for the sample ACFs for the revision series, the NSRs are based on.
4Note that since most samples remain short, especially in case A where the sample spans 52 observations, increasing the

block length too much in a circular bootstrapping procedure increases the likelihood of creating resampled series with structural
breaks that do not necessarily characterize the sample autocorrelation well.
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Table 4: Real-Time Reliability for the Updated Sample 2007-2014

Mean SD RMSE NSR(SD) NSR(RMSE)

Final Output Gap Vintage: December 2016
Output Gap Revisions
07Q1-14Q4 -0.91 0.81 1.21 0.38 0.57

Final Gap Estimates
07Q1-14Q4 -2.86 2.12

Notes: see Table 1 of main manuscript.

D: Updated NSRs from Statistical Output Gap Estimates

Here, we report NSRs for the update sample from 2007-2014 for the 11 statistical trend-cycle decomposi-

tions considered in the paper.

Table 5: Noise-to-Signal Ratios from Statistical Output Gap Estimates, Updated Sample 2007-2014
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NSR(SD) 0.37 0.66 0.38 0.45 0.75 1.04 0.58 0.53 0.26 0.19 0.19 0.38

NSR(RMSE) 0.88 1.16 0.85 0.92 0.81 1.03 0.77 0.54 0.32 0.24 0.22 0.57

E: Results for Different Output Gap Projection Horizons

In the literature, the standard choice to evaluate output gap real-time reliability against is the observation

from period t − 1, whereas choosing t + 2 and/or t + 4-observations may be very relevant alternative

choices in light of forward-looking monetary policy decision making. In the spirit of Cayen and van

Norden (2005), we include the results of such a comparison here, but note the following: since data for

Greenbook/Tealbook output gap projections are only available publicly from 1996 onwards, we cannot

repeat the real-time evaluation for t + 2 and t + 4 output gaps without an adjustment of the samples.

Hence, we leave out the first subsample and adjust the second sub-sample to 1996Q1-2006Q4. We then
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compare output gaps for t + 2 and t + 4 with those for t − 1 for the adjusted second sub-sample. Table 6

reports the results of that comparison. For the t − 1 output gap, we also include the summary statistics

for the first subsample from 1980Q1-1992Q4 to ease comparison with the main text.

Table 6: Results for Different Nowcast Choices for the Output Gap

Mean SD RMSE NSR(SD) NSR(RMSE)

Final Output Gap Vintage: November 1994 / October 2008
Output Gap Revisions
t − 1: 80Q1-92Q4 -2.28 1.63 2.79 0.66 1.13
t − 1: 96Q1-06Q4 -0.15 0.66 0.67 0.43*** 0.44***
t + 2: 96Q1-06Q4 -0.06 0.92 0.92 0.60 0.59
t + 4: 96Q1-06Q4 -0.08 1.04 1.03 0.68 0.67

Final Output Gap Vintage: December 2016
Output Gap Revisions
t − 1: 80Q1-92Q4 -2.20 1.88 2.88 0.79 1.21
t − 1: 96Q1-06Q4 -0.35 1.22 1.25 0.97 0.99
t + 2: 96Q1-06Q4 -0.44 1.31 1.36 1.03 1.08
t + 4: 96Q1-06Q4 -0.41 1.30 1.35 1.03 1.07

Notes: SD: Standard Deviation, RMSE: Root-Mean-Square Error, NSR: Noise-to-Signal Ratio (based on SD or RMSE). Signif-
icance tests for changes in the NSRs are only reported for the t − 1 case.

Note that it is not straightforward to say anything about the statistical significance of changes in NSRs

from the first to the second subsample for the t + 2 and t + 4 case, though, because we do not have t + 2

and t + 4 data for the first subsample. To get at least a rough idea, we used the bootstrap distribution for

the NSRs of the t − 1 output gap for the first subsample and checked in which part of the distribution the

NSRs of the t + 2 and t + 4 output gap for the second sample fall. This rough check suggests that when

we use the final output gap vintage from Edge and Rudd (2016) that their result that the NSR decreases

also might hold for the t + 2 and t + 4 case for the NSR(RMSE), but not for the NSR(SD). When we use

the December 2016 final vintage, we find no significant reduction in the NSRs which is in line with the

t − 1 results. We do not report these significant results, though, as this is not a proper analysis.

F: Inference and Different Block Length Settings

To check whether inference is sensitive to the block length setting in the circular moving block bootstrap

procedure, we compute sample autocorrelation functions for the Greenbook/Tealbook output gap series.

It turns out that a block length of 4 consecutive observations as in Edge and Rudd (2016) may be too

short as sample ACF coefficients are significant beyond the fourth lag. The sample ACFs of the Fed staff’s
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output gap estimates rather suggest a block length of 10 consecutive observations to be more appropriate.

We also checked sample ACFs for the revision series that the NSRs are based on. Similar patterns emerge

and, again, a block length of 4 seems to be rather short and a block length of 10 much more appropriate.

In table 7, we contrast results from different block length settings, including Edge and Rudd’s (2016)

original choice of 4. Please note that since most samples remain short, especially case A (upper part of

the table) with 52 observations, increasing the block length too much in a circular bootstrapping pro-

cedure increases the likelihood of creating resampled series with possible structural breaks that do not

necessarily characterize the sample autocorrelation well.

Table 7: Inference from Different Block Length Settings in the Bootstrapping Procedure

Block length / 4 *** 10 *** 16 *** 20 ***
sample

NSR*** NSR*** NSR*** NSR*** NSR*** NSR*** NSR*** NSR***
(SD)*** (RMSE)*** (SD)*** (RMSE)*** (SD)*** (RMSE)*** (SD)*** (RMSE)***

A. Final Output Gap Vintage: November 1994 / October 2008
1980Q1-1992Q4 0.66*** 1.13*** 0.66*** 1.13*** 0.66*** 1.13*** 0.66*** 1.13***
1994Q1-2006Q4 0.49*** 0.53*** 0.49*** 0.53*** 0.49*** 0.53*** 0.49*** 0.53***

B. Final Output Gap Vintage: November 1999 / October 2008
1966Q1–1997Q4 0.96*** 1.32*** 0.96*** 1.32*** 0.96*** 1.32*** 0.96*** 1.32***
1998Q1–2006Q4 0.29*** 0.29*** 0.29*** 0.29*** 0.29*** 0.29*** 0.29*** 0.29***

Notes: SD: Standard Deviation, RMSE: Root-Mean-Square Error, NSR: Noise-to-Signal Ratio (based on SD or RMSE). Signif-
icance tests for changes in the NSRs are only reported for the t − 1 case.

From the results reported in table 7 it becomes apparent that the inference level for the reduction in the

NSR(SD) from the 1980-1992 to the 1994-2006 sample sways between the 5% and the 10% level. These

variations are insensitive to increasing the number of bootstrap replications from 5,000 to, for example,

100,000. Note that our results are consistent with Edge and Rudd’s (2016) results since running their

original RATS code with a block size of 10 instead of 4 yields significance at the 10% instead of the

5% level. Inference for the other NSRs remains unaffected by changing the block length. Based on

these insights, we change the block length in the circular moving block bootstrap procedure in the main

manuscript and all exercises to 10 as documented in footnote 3 therein.
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